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use an iPad to give Dash Robot commands 
and explore loops, events, conditions, and 
sequences with the five free apps that 
come with Dash Robot. It’s more than 
learning to code.  

Small but mighty, Dot is 
Dash’s companion, and quite a 
brainy little robot on its own. 
Dot comes with several built-
in games, such as Magic Dot 
Ball, Dot of Music, and Light 
Sword. Using the apps,     
Wonder and Blockly, users can 
create more than 100 games.  

Cue is an    engagingly sophisticated 
learning    robot that will inspire 
hours of creative problem solving. 
With something for beginning and   
advanced coders alike, Cue can grow 
with the user and take coding to the 
next level. 

Dot, Dash, and Cue Robots 



Dot, Dash, and Cue accessories  

• 2 building brick connectors 

• 2 plastic to cardboard  

connectors 

• 20 project cards with 

games & activities 

• 10 costumes 

• 1 squishy case 

• 1 constructible mood lamp 

• Over 100 stickers 

• Multiple project  

accessories 

The Gripper Building Kit is an easy-to-
construct set of functioning arms that 
expand the robots’ capabilities. Build the 
mechanical arms for hands-on learning of 
gears, levers, and axles. Master more  
robotics skills by simulating real-world 
object detection and manipulation using 
the robots’ sensors and motors through 
code or manual remote control. The   
Gripper arms will lift, carry, pull, pick up, 
and place a variety of lightweight ob-
jects for endless play and DIY          
challenges.  

Sketch Kit is the latest accessory for 
Dash & Cue robots that enables users to 
visualize the results from their code on 
a large canvas. Sketch Kit helps users 
express their creativity and exercise 
their critical thinking and spatial      
reasoning skills as they draw geometric 
shapes, patterns, words, and more.  



OSMO  

Little Genius Sticks & Rings  

(ABCs & Squiggle Magic) 

Two hands-on games engage users in core 

subjects. Open-ended play encourages      

creativity  and fun and  build a love for            

learning! 

Little Genius Costume Pieces (Stories & 
Costume Party) 

Two hands-on games engage users in core 
subjects. Open-ended play encourages    
creativity and fun  

Coding Awbie 

String together commands to guide 
Awbie on an epic strawbie-munching 
adventure.  

Coding Jam  

Arrange coding blocks 
in patterns and loops to compose 
your own music.  



Detective Agency 

Use a game piece magnifying glass, 
search for landmarks around the 
world while also learning trivia 
facts about geography, culture, 
and history.   

Words 

Explore the land of Words, a   
magical place where characters 
challenge you to guess and spell the 
on-screen images. Play               
collaboratively or competitively 
with real-life friends or virtual 
characters!  

Numbers 

Let math feel more like playing, allowing 
for many ways to solve math equations & 
gain confidence. The games foster    
counting, addition, subtraction, &          
multiplication with the use of numbers and 
dots play tiles!   

Tangram  

Use shapes/pieces and complete over 500 
designs/puzzles enabling creativity & visual 
problem solving (Tangram). Create unique 
profiles per user and the ability to play 
the game with a friend.  



Creative Kit 

Travel on an adventure & solve 
story problems with personal 
drawings brought to life           
instantly on the iPad (Monster) 
along with drawing problem   
solving/early physics (Newton), 
creative drawing skills 
(Masterpiece).  

Pizza Co. 

Make pizza for customers, collect  
payment & make change (dollars/
coins), & learn how your business is 
profitable. Additional game concepts 
include: addition, subtraction,       
fractions, mental math, design and 
communication skills (Pizza Co.)  

 

Hot Wheels MindRacers 
Kit  

Use real Hot Wheel cars 
and race them on screen. 
Use game pieces to  
quickly make decisions 
about jumping and/or 
spinning while racing a 
friend and learning how to 
be a good sport whether 
winning or losing (Hot 
Wheels  

MindRacers).  



Sphero 2 Ring Specdrums  

Helps you create music      
wherever you go. They feature 
a battery life of over 2 hours 
and work alongside an app to 
easily help you create sounds, 
loops, and beats simply by   
tapping them on the pad or   
anything else around you.  

Talk to Me 100 

have fun learning to talk! A    be-
ginning communication tool with a 
100 word pre-programmed core 
word vocabulary  

Beamz Interactive Music System 

A laser-based music player—users 
can play different notes by          
interrupting the different           
lasers. Designed for music therapy 
and educational applications, with 
Beamz you can work on cause and 
effect, directionality, sequencing, 
fine and gross motor skills, common 
core subjects, and more.   



Sphero Ollie/Darkside   

App-enabled robot driven by      
adrenaline. Launch over the          
competition at floor-warping speeds. 
Spin, drift, and flip with app-powered 
tricks. Custom tires, hubcaps, and 
ramps are available to be used with 
these. Engineered for speed, pro-
grammed for tricks, and customized 
by the user 

Cozmo 

A gifted little guy who’s got a mind 
of his own and a few tricks up his 
sleeve. He’s the sweet spot where 
supercomputer meets loyal sidekick. 
Curiously smart and a little          
mischievous. Cozmo is a real-life   
robot like you’ve only seen in movies, 
with a one-of-a-kind personality that 
evolves the more you hang out. He’ll 
nudge you to play and keep you con-
stantly surprised. Cozmo’s your     
accomplice in a crazy amount of fun.  



Skoog 2.0 Musical Instrument 

A revolutionary tactile cube that will 
change the way your client creates and 
learns music. Skoog is a powerful and fun 
music interface for iPad that opens up a 
world of ‘music play’ to everyone, including 
those with disabilities.  

Lightaide  

A vibrant new teaching tool for  
people with low vision and cognitive 
disabilities, displays colorful, engag-
ing LED light sequences. Dynamic 
scope of fun activities range from 
turn-taking, color identification, and 
basic math to complex literacy 
practice, providing a bright, enrich-
ing experience for learners of all 
ages.  

Bluetooth/MP3 Audio Center 

Equipped with five easy-touch switches 
that turn on/off, track forward/back, 
play/pause, control volume and change 
mode. Audio center contains everything 
you need to play music from SD card or 
operate connect via Bluetooth to your 
own music 



Hook+ Switch Interface 

An Apple MFi approved switch interface 
that delivers a reliable wired connection 
to the iPad via the Lightning connector. 
Compatible with Switch Control found in 
iOS 7 or later, it can be used with up to 
four switches at a time.  Check with ATRC 
staff to see if it is compatible with your 
activity.  Get started by simply connecting 
one to four switches to Hook+, turn 
Switch Control on and connect your iOS 
device.  

Hitch 2  

A plug-and-play USB computer 
switch interface with inputs for 
up to five switches or one joy-
stick with a 9-pin D plug.   

Some Accessories  

Modular Hose 2 arm Tablet Holder  

Great for wheelchairs, tables, and 
other locations where the tablet 
could be moved into multiple positions. 
A flexible solution for holding up a 
tablet where you need it. Features 
dual spring clamp with 2" opening on 
one side and pro clamp for secure 
placement on the other arm and     
adjustable tablet holder.  



Modular Hose Tablet Holder  

A flexible solution for holding up a tablet 
where you need it. The adjustable single 
arm configuration allows the tablet to be 
positioned virtually anywhere.  

Desk Top Tablet Holder  

A great solution for using your tablet at a 
desk, table, counter, on a tray - almost 
any flat surface will do.  Available in 2 
heights 

Deep V Tabs 

These V-tabs are perfect for 
users with tablets that have a 
case   

Tablet holder with plate/straps 

Adjustable straps help hold the 
tablet in place for hands free     
operation 



Redwood’s Mission  

Redwood guides children and adults with  

severe and multiple disabilities to achieve  

independence and reach their highest  po-

tential throughout their lives by providing  

enriching educational, therapeutic, and   

vocational services. 

Redwood ATRC  

71 Orphanage Road  

Ft. Mitchell, KY 41017 

Monday through Friday  9:00 am to 5:30 pm  

Please contact the ATRC Librarian  

jjustice@redwoodnky.org  

859-331-0880 X 258 or Toll free 800-728-9807 for information  

Most items come with an iPad if it is needed to work with the device. 
Please contact the ATRC staff if you have any questions. 


